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ABSTRACT
The halo occupation distribution (HOD) describes the bias between galaxies and dark matter by specifying
(1) the probability PðNjMÞ that a halo of virial massM contains N galaxies of a particular class and (2) the
relative spatial and velocity distributions of galaxies and dark matter within halos. We calculate and compare
the HODs predicted by a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulation of a CDM cosmological
model (cold dark matter with a cosmological constant) and by a semianalytic galaxy formation model
applied to the same cosmology. Although the two methods predict diﬀerent galaxy mass functions, their
HOD predictions for samples of the same space density agree remarkably well. In a sample deﬁned by a bar-
yonic mass threshold, the mean occupation function hNiM exhibits a sharp cutoﬀ at low halo masses, a slowly
rising plateau in which hNi climbs from 1 to 2 over nearly a decade in halo mass, and a more steeply rising
high-occupancy regime at high halo mass. In the low-occupancy regime, the factorial moments hNðN  1Þi
and hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi are well below the values of hNi2 and hNi3 expected for Poisson statistics, with impor-
tant consequences for the small-scale behavior of the two- and three-point correlation functions. The HOD
depends strongly on galaxy age, with high-mass halos populated mainly by old galaxies and low-mass halos
by young galaxies. The distribution of galaxies within SPH halos supports the assumptions usually made in
semianalytic calculations: the most massive galaxy lies close to the halo center and moves near the halo’s
mean velocity, while the remaining, satellite galaxies have the same radial proﬁle and velocity dispersion as
the dark matter. The mean occupation at ﬁxed halo mass in the SPH simulation is independent of the halo’s
larger scale environment, supporting both the merger tree approach of the semianalytic method and the claim
that the HOD provides a complete statistical characterization of galaxy bias. We discuss the connections
between the predicted HODs and the galaxy formation physics incorporated in the SPH and semi-
analytic approaches. These predictions oﬀer useful guidance to theoretical models of galaxy clustering, and
they will be tested empirically by ongoing analyses of galaxy redshift surveys. By applying the HODs to a
large-volume N-body simulation, we show that both methods predict slight departures from a power-law
galaxy correlation function, similar to features detected in recent observational analyses.
Subject headings: cosmology: theory — galaxies: formation — galaxies: halos —
large-scale structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
A complete theory of galaxy formation should predict the
distributions of galaxy luminosities, colors, sizes, and mor-
phologies, the correlations among these properties, and the
relation between the spatial clustering of any given class of
galaxies and that of the underlying dark matter distribution.
This last class of predictions, the ‘‘ bias ’’ of galaxies as a
function of their observable properties, is becoming an
increasingly important test of theoretical models thanks to
the new generation of large galaxy redshift surveys, in par-
ticular the Two-Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey
(2dFGRS; Colless et al. 2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000). The halo occupation dis-
tribution (HOD) formalism is an especially powerful frame-
work for carrying out such tests; it characterizes the bias of
a class of galaxies by the probability PðNjMÞ that a halo of
virial mass M contains N such galaxies and additional pre-
scriptions that specify the relative distributions of galaxies
and dark matter within halos. If the HOD at ﬁxed halo mass
is statistically independent of the halo’s large-scale environ-
ment, as theoretical models predict (Bond et al. 1991; White
1996; Lemson & Kauﬀmann 1999; this paper), then this
description of galaxy bias is essentially complete: given the
HOD and the halo population predicted by a particular cos-
mological model, one can calculate any galaxy-clustering
statistic, on scales from the linear regime to the deeply non-
linear regime. Empirical determinations of the HOD for dif-
ferent galaxy types would therefore summarize in a form
that can be readily compared with theoretical predictions
everything that observed galaxy clustering has to say about
the physics of galaxy formation.
This paper examines the HODs predicted by the two lead-
ing theoretical methods for studying galaxy formation and
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bias in a cosmological context: semianalytic models (e.g.,
White & Frenk 1991; Kauﬀmann, White, & Guideroni
1993; Cole et al. 1994; Avila-Reese, Firmani, & Hernandez
1998; Somerville & Primack 1999) and hydrodynamic
numerical simulations (e.g., Cen & Ostriker 1992; Katz,
Hernquist, & Weinberg 1992; Evrard, Summers, & Davis
1994; Pearce et al. 1999; White, Hernquist, & Springel 2001;
Yoshikawa et al. 2001).We apply bothmethods to aCDM
mological model (inﬂationary cold dark matter with a
cosmological constant), adopting the same cosmological
parameters in each case. We focus on galaxy samples
deﬁned by thresholds in baryon mass and stellar population
age, which are roughly analogous to observational samples
deﬁned by cuts in luminosity and color. Except for using the
same cosmological model and thus the same present-day
halo population, we do not make any eﬀorts to ‘‘ tune ’’ the
semianalytic calculation to match the hydrodynamic simu-
lation; we apply each method in its ‘‘ standard ’’ form. We
present results for the various features of the HOD—the
mean occupation hNi as a function of halo mass, moments
of the distribution PðNjhNiÞ, and the spatial and velocity
distributions of galaxies within halos—and we interpret
these features in terms of the physical processes represented
in the theoretical models. In the short term, our results
should provide useful input to theoretical models of galaxy
clustering by allowing the predictions of these galaxy forma-
tion models to be ‘‘ bootstrapped ’’ into analytic calcula-
tions or larger volume N-body simulations, and they oﬀer
guidance to eﬀorts to infer parameters of the HOD from
observational data. In the slightly longer term, these predic-
tions will be tested by empirical determinations of the
HOD, and any discrepancies with observations may point
the way to necessary revisions of the galaxy formation
model or the underlying cosmological model.
Several aspects of the HOD predicted by semianalytic
models have been investigated in the pioneering papers of
Kauﬀmann, Nusser, & Steinmetz (1997), Governato et al.
(1998), Kauﬀmann et al. (1999), and Benson et al. (2000b),
which used semianalytic methods to assign galaxy popula-
tions to the halos of N-body simulations. Seljak (2000)
and Sheth & Diaferio (2001) measured PðNjMÞ from the
Kauﬀmann et al. (1999) models and incorporated them into
analytic predictions of galaxy clustering and bias (see also
Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Sheth et al. 2001a; Scranton 2002).
HOD predictions of hydrodynamic simulations have been
presented by White et al. (2001) at redshifts z ¼ 3 and z ¼ 1
and by Yoshikawa et al. (2001) at z ¼ 3, 2, and 0. Relative
to this earlier work, our examination of the HOD in this
paper is more comprehensive, and our side-by-side compar-
ison of numerical and semianalytic results for the same cos-
mological model allows us to evaluate the robustness and
limitations of the predictions and to better understand the
physics that gives rise to them.
Other studies of the halo occupation distribution have
focused on the connections between the HOD and statistical
measures of galaxy clustering. Many of these studies have
utilized the power of the HOD formalism and the related
‘‘ halo model ’’ of dark matter clustering as a tool for ana-
lytic calculations (Ma & Fry 2000; Seljak 2000; Benson
2001; Scoccimarro et al. 2001; Sheth et al. 2001a; White
2001; Cooray & Sheth 2002), drawing on methods devel-
oped over the course of several decades (Neyman & Scott
1952; Peebles 1974; McClelland & Silk 1977; Scherrer &
Bertschinger 1991; Mo & White 1996; Sheth, Mo, &
Tormen 2001b). Berlind & Weinberg (2002, hereafter BW)
computed the impact of HOD bias on many of the most
widely used galaxy-clustering statistics by applying parame-
terized HOD models to an N-body simulation of the
CDM scenario. They concluded that diﬀerent statistics
constrain the HOD in complementary ways, making it pos-
sible to determine the HOD empirically from observed gal-
axy clustering, at least for a known cosmological model.
Important steps toward observational determination of the
HOD of bright optically selected galaxies, drawing mainly
on the two- and three-point correlation functions, the group
multiplicity function, and galaxy-galaxy lensing, have been
taken by Jing, Mo, & Bo¨rner (1998), Peacock & Smith
(2000), Scoccimarro et al. (2001), Guzik & Seljak (2002),
Marinoni & Hudson (2002), Yang, Mo, & van den Bosch
(2003), van den Bosch, Yang, & Mo (2003), Zehavi et al.
(2003), and Magliocchetti & Porciani (2003). Kochanek et
al. (2003), Jing, Bo¨rner, & Suto (2002), and Cooray (2002)
have investigated HOD constraints for galaxies selected in
the near- or far-infrared, andWechsler et al. (2001), Bullock,
Wechsler, & Somerville (2002), and Moustakas & Somer-
ville (2002) have applied similar methods to high-redshift
galaxies. An ambitious but, we think, realizable goal is to use
the high-precision measurements aﬀorded by the 2dFGRS
and the SDSS to break the ‘‘ degeneracies ’’ between cosmol-
ogy and bias, obtaining tight, simultaneous constraints on
the mass function and clustering of dark halos and the
HODs of many diﬀerent galaxy classes (see discussions by
BW, Zheng et al. 2002, and Weinberg 2002). We hope that
the results presented here will provide inspiration to such
eﬀorts, by illustrating how measurements of the HOD can
test basic ideas about the physics of galaxy formation.
Our approach to the HOD is essentially the one described
by BW, which was in turn inspired largely by the discussion
of Benson et al. (2000a, 2000b). The clustering of galaxies
predicted by the semianalytic model and hydrodynamic
simulation investigated here, as quantiﬁed by more tradi-
tional statistics, has been presented in separate papers
(Benson et al. 2000b; Weinberg et al. 2002). We brieﬂy
describe the two calculations and the selection of galaxy
populations in x 2. In x 3 we compare the predictions of
PðNjMÞ for several diﬀerent galaxy classes, and we demon-
strate that PðNjMÞ predicted by the hydrodynamic simula-
tion is independent of the large-scale environment, to within
the statistical limitations of our measurements. Semiana-
lytic models do not predict the distribution of galaxies
within halos, but clustering calculations on the basis of these
models usually assume that each halo contains one central
galaxy moving at the halo’s center-of-mass velocity and that
other ‘‘ satellite ’’ galaxies trace the halo’s dark matter distri-
bution. In x 4, we show that these assumptions hold to a
good approximation in the hydrodynamic simulation,
which predicts the galaxy positions and velocities directly.
In x 5 we compare the properties of central and satellite gal-
axies in the two methods. The precision in predictions of the
galaxy correlation function by these two models has been
limited by the ﬁnite size of the simulation volumes in which
they were implemented. In x 6 we combine the HOD results
with a new, large-volume N-body simulation to make
improved predictions for the galaxy correlation function,
focusing on predicted departures from a power-law form. In
x 7 we summarize our results and discuss what they tell us
about the physical factors that shape the HOD and thereby
determine the bias between galaxies and dark matter.
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2. THEORETICAL MODELS
2.1. SPH Simulation
We use a smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simu-
lation of a CDM cosmological model, with m ¼ 0:4,
 ¼ 0:6, b ¼ 0:02 h2, h  H0=ð100 km s1 Mpc1Þ ¼
0:65, n ¼ 0:95, and 8 ¼ 0:8. This model is in good agree-
ment with a wide variety of cosmological observations (see,
e.g., Spergel et al. 2003), though the value of m is some-
what higher than that favored by the most recent con-
straints. In terms of HOD predictions, lowering m while
keeping other parameters ﬁxed would primarily shift the
mass scale of halos by a constant factor (Zheng et al. 2002),
though the change of dynamical growth timescales relative
to gas cooling timescales could have a secondary inﬂuence.
The simulation uses the Parallel TreeSPH code (Hernquist
& Katz 1989; Katz, Weinberg, & Hernquist 1996; Dave´,
Dubinski, & Hernquist 1997) to follow the evolution of 1443
gas and 1443 dark matter particles in a 50 h1 Mpc box
from z ¼ 49 to z ¼ 0. The mass of each dark matter particle
is 6:3 109 M, the mass of each baryonic particle is
8:5 108 M, and the gravitational force softening is
grav ¼ 7 h1 kpc (Plummer equivalent). As a test of numer-
ical resolution eﬀects, in x 3 we also show results from a sim-
ulation of a 22:222 h1 Mpc cube with a factor of 8 higher
mass resolution (2 1283 particles) and a gravitational
softening of 3:5 h1 kpc.
Dark matter particles are aﬀected only by gravity,
whereas gas particles are subject to pressure gradients and
shocks, in addition to gravitational forces. The TreeSPH
code includes the eﬀects of both radiative and Compton
cooling. TreeSPH also includes heating by a background
UV radiation ﬁeld but we include only its eﬀects in the simu-
lation of the 22:222 h1 Mpc cube. We cannot accurately
include a backgroundUV radiation ﬁeld at the lower resolu-
tion of the 50 h1 Mpc simulation (Weinberg, Hernquist, &
Katz 1997). Star formation is assumed to happen in regions
that are Jeans-unstable and where the gas density is greater
than a threshold value (nH  0:1 cm3) and colder than a
threshold temperature (T  30; 000 K). Once gas is eligible
to form stars, it does so at a rate proportional to gas=tgas,
where gas is the gas density and tgas is the longer of the gas
cooling and dynamical times. Gas that turns into stars
becomes collisionless and releases energy back into the
surrounding gas via supernova explosions. A Miller-Scalo
(1979) initial mass function of stars is assumed, and stars of
mass greater than 8M become supernovae and inject 1051
ergs of pure thermal energy into neighboring gas particles.
The star formation and feedback algorithms are discussed
extensively by Katz et al. (1996), and the particular simula-
tions employed here are described in greater detail by
Murali et al. (2002), Dave´, Katz, & Weinberg (2002), and
Weinberg et al. (2002). The parameters are all chosen on the
basis of a priori theoretical and numerical considerations
and are not adjusted to match any observations.
SPH galaxies are identiﬁed at the sites of local baryonic
density maxima by using the SKID algorithm,8 which
selects gravitationally bound groups of star and cold dense
gas particles. Because dissipation greatly increases the den-
sity contrast of these baryonic components, there is essen-
tially no ambiguity in the identiﬁcation of galaxies. We
retain only those particle groups whose mass exceeds a
threshold Mb;min ¼ 5:42 1010 M, corresponding to the
mass of 64 SPH particles, and the resulting galaxy space
density is ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3. We also construct lower
density (and thus more massive) samples with ng ¼ 0:01 h3
Mpc3 and ng ¼ 0:005 h3 Mpc3, which have minimum
baryonic masses of 1:25 1011 and 2:39 1011 M, respec-
tively. The galaxy properties that we use in this analysis,
aside from position and velocity, are the total baryonic mass
and the median stellar age (i.e., the look-back time to the
point at which half the stellar mass had formed).
We identify dark matter halos in the mass distribution by
using a friends-of-friends algorithm (Davis et al. 1985) with
a linking length of 0.173 times the mean interparticle separa-
tion, and we consider only halos consisting of at least 32
dark matter particles. We choose this particular linking
length because, for this cosmological model, it most closely
corresponds to the deﬁnition of a halo assumed in the semi-
analytic model described in the following section. We
assume a universal baryon-to-matter ratio and scale halo
dark matter masses up by a factor ofm=ðm  bÞ ¼ 1:134
to obtain total halo masses. The minimum halo mass we
resolve is therefore 2:29 1011 M, and the most massive
halo in our 50 h1 Mpc box is 3:29 1014 M. Finally, we
decide halo membership of galaxies by assigning each gal-
axy to the halo that contains the dark matter particle closest
to the galaxy center of mass.
2.2. SemianalyticModel
Semianalytic galaxy formation models have their roots in
the work of White & Rees (1978), Fall & Efstathiou (1980),
Cole (1991), Lacey & Silk (1991), and White & Frenk
(1991), who established the basic framework of this
approach. The semianalytic (SA) model that we use in this
paper is GALFORM, which is described in detail by Cole
et al. (2000). The model begins with a population of halo
masses that is usually either generated using the Press &
Schechter (1974) halo mass function or drawn from an
N-body simulation. In this study, we supply the SA model
with the same halo population identiﬁed in the SPH simula-
tion. The predictions of the two methods can thus be com-
pared halo by halo without being subject to diﬀerences
caused by sample variance. In addition, we produce 10 SA
realizations for each SPH halo so that we can determine the
SA PðNjMÞ relation more accurately.
For each halo, the SA model ﬁrst employs a Monte Carlo
method to generate a ‘‘ merger tree,’’ which describes the
hierarchical growth of that particular halo. The tree starts
at z ¼ 0 and works backward in time, branching into pro-
genitor halos, until it reaches a starting redshift. The halo
merger rates used by the merger tree algorithm are those
derived by Lacey & Cole (1993). The merger statistics that
underpin the SA model are of particular importance to
PðNjMÞ, since the number of galaxies in any given halo
should be closely related to the formation and merger his-
tory of its progenitor halos. Once a merger tree is created, a
suite of analytic prescriptions is used to model the forma-
tion and evolution of galaxies in each progenitor halo, start-
ing with the highest-redshift progenitors and moving
forward in time all the way to the single halo at z ¼ 0.
Each halo is given an NFW (Navarro, Frenk, & White
1996) dark matter density proﬁle (with no scatter in halo
8 See http://www-hpcc.astro.washington.edu/tools/skid.html and
Katz et al. 1996.
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concentration) and an angular momentum drawn from a
lognormal distribution. Diﬀuse gas is assumed to be shock
heated to the halo virial temperature during the formation
process and to settle initially into a spherical distribution.
Gas that is dense enough to radiate its thermal energy
before the halo experiences a major merger is assumed to
accrete onto a centrifugally supported disk at the halo cen-
ter. This mechanism proceeds from the center of the halo
outward, since the cooling timescale is an increasing func-
tion of radius within the halo. Cold gas that has settled onto
the disk begins forming stars at a rate proportional to the
total mass of cold disk gas and inversely proportional to an
empirical timescale, which is described below. The eﬀects of
stellar winds are modeled by returning a fraction of stellar
mass into the cold gas phase, and the eﬀects of feedback are
parameterized by reheating a fraction of the cold gas to the
halo virial temperature and ejecting it from the disk. The SA
model keeps track of how much gas is in the hot, cold, and
stellar phases at any given time and traces chemical enrich-
ment of the gas by following the exchange of metals among
these three phases.
If at any point during this process the merger tree con-
tains a merger between two halos, the most massive galaxy
is assumed to become the ‘‘ central ’’ galaxy of the merged
halo and any other galaxies present become ‘‘ satellites.’’
Each of these satellite galaxies is assigned a random orbit
and a timescale on which dynamical friction causes it
to merge with the central galaxy. If such a galaxy merger
happens, the central galaxy’s evolution may be mildly or
severely disrupted, depending on the mass ratio Msat=Mcen
of the merging galaxies. IfMsat=Mcen  0:5, then the merger
is classiﬁed as ‘‘major,’’ and the two galaxies form an ellipti-
cal galaxy, with their remaining gas consumed in a single
burst of star formation. If 0:5 > Msat=Mcen  0:25, then the
star formation burst still happens, but the central galaxy
disk is not destroyed. Finally, ifMsat=Mcen < 0:25, then the
satellite’s gas and stars are added to that of the central
galaxy without disrupting it. There are several adjustable
parameters in the SA model, and their values are chosen so
that the model reproduces some observed properties of the
local galaxy population, in particular the galaxy luminosity
function. Other observables then serve to test the model.
The SA parameters are not adjusted on the basis of galaxy-
clustering measurements. Yoshida et al. (2002) and Helly et
al. (2003) compare the galaxy properties predicted by SA
calculations and SPH simulations, and in these tests they
adjust the SA parameters to mimic the physical assumptions
and numerical resolution of the simulations. Here we
have chosen to take both methods ‘‘ as is ’’; the SA model
incorporates its standard set of physical processes, and its
parameters are adjusted on the basis of observations.
The SA model computes many observable properties of
galaxies, such as luminosities, sizes, colors, metallicities,
and morphological types. The properties that interest us
here, in addition to halo membership, are the total baryonic
mass and the mass-weighted mean stellar age. We will also
make use of the SA bulge-to-disk ratios in x 3.3. While the
nature of the semianalytic model used in this work is identi-
cal to that described by Cole et al. (2000), the parameters
diﬀer from those of their ﬁducial model because we have
adopted diﬀerent cosmological parameters. In particular,
we adopt the baryon density parameter b ¼ 0:02 h2 ¼
0:0473 used in the SPH simulation, where Cole et al. (2000)
used b ¼ 0:02, and we are forced to alter other model
parameters to maintain a good match to local galaxy
luminosity functions. The star formation timescale in the
semianalytic model is now described by
 ¼ 0ðVd=200 km s1Þ ; ð1Þ
with 0 ¼ 3 Gyr and  ¼ 2:5, and the feedback param-
eter Vhot is increased to 250 km s1. We also impose a mini-
mum star formation timescale of 1 or 25 Myr for quiescent
and bursting star formation, respectively. We adopt the
Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) and a recycled fraction
R ¼ 0:373 (our choice of IMF is not particularly important
for this work since we consider only the total stellar mass of
galaxies, rather than their photometric properties). The core
radius of the gas density proﬁle in the model halos is initially
set to 23 of the NFW scale radius (twice as large as in Cole
et al. 2000). We inhibit cooling of gas in dark matter halos
with virial velocities below 60 km s1 to mimic the eﬀects of
an ionizing background. Finally, the critical mass ratios of
merging galaxies that determine when elliptical galaxies and
bursts of star formation are produced have changed to the
values described above (fromMsat=Mcen > 0:3 in Cole et al.
2000). The dependence of SA model predictions on input
parameters and modeling assumptions has been examined
extensively in other papers (e.g., Kauﬀmann et al. 1993;
Cole et al. 1994, 2000; Somerville & Primack 1999; Benson
et al. 2002). We will not attempt such an investigation here,
but we note that the good agreement we ﬁnd between the
HOD predictions of the SAmodel and the SPH simulations,
two radically diﬀerent methods of calculation, suggests that
the SA predictions themselves will not be sensitive to the
modeling details, at least for models that are tuned to
reproduce the observed galaxy luminosity function.
As in the SPH case, we construct three galaxy samples of
diﬀerent space densities by including only galaxies above a
baryonic mass threshold. In the SA model these thresholds
are Mb;min ¼ 1:45 1010, 3:14 1010, and 5:67 1010 M
for galaxy samples with space densities of ng ¼ 0:02,
ng ¼ 0:01, and ng ¼ 0:005 h3 Mpc3, respectively. These
mass thresholds are approximately a factor of 4 lower than
the corresponding SPH thresholds, a diﬀerence we discuss
in the following section.
2.3. GalaxyMass and Correlation Functions
Figure 1 shows cumulative baryonic mass functions for
SPH and SA galaxies, starting at the thresholds that deﬁne
our main analysis samples, with space density ng ¼
0:02 h3 Mpc3. At any given space density, the SA galaxies
are less massive by a factor of 4–10. The parameters of the
SA model, primarily those controlling the gas core radius
and stellar feedback, are chosen to produce a good ﬁt to the
observed galaxy luminosity function. As we will show later,
the baryonic mass of the SA galaxies hosted by a given dark
matter halo rarely exceeds 25% of the total mass of baryons
within the halo virial radius. In the SPH simulations, on the
other hand, low-mass halos frequently host a galaxy with
Mb  ðb=mÞMh, corresponding to 100% of the baryon
mass within the virial radius. For observationally motivated
choices of the stellar mass-to-light ratio, the resulting
Tully-Fisher (1977) relation is in reasonable accord with
observations, but the predicted luminosity function is too
high (N. Katz et al. 2003b, in preparation).
The growing gap between the SA and SPH mass
functions in Figure 1 is partly a consequence of numerical
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resolution eﬀects in the SPH simulation. A galaxy-by-galaxy
comparison of two simulations in a 22:222 h1 Mpc cube,
the 2 1283 particle simulation mentioned in x 2.1, and a
2 643 simulation that has the same resolution as our
2 1443, 50 h1 Mpc run, indicates that the lower resolu-
tion calculations, which also do not include the eﬀects of a
photoionizing UV background, yield approximately correct
masses for galaxies near the 64mSPH threshold but system-
atically overestimate the masses of larger galaxies, probably
because of the two-phase interface eﬀects discussed by
Pearce et al. (2001), Croft et al. (2001), and Springel &
Hernquist (2002). The dotted curve in Figure 1 shows the
result of correcting the 50 h1 Mpc cube mass function for
this eﬀect, using an empirical formula derived from the
22:222 h1 Mpc simulations (M. Fardal et al. 2003, in prep-
aration). This curve represents our best guess at the mass
function we would obtain with a 2 2883 particle simula-
tion of a 50 h1 Mpc cube including a UV background ﬁeld.
With this rescaling, the gap between the SPH and SA mass
functions is a roughly constant factor of 3–4. As shown by
Weinberg et al. (2002), the weak-lensing mass-to-light ratios
obtained from the 50 h1 Mpc simulation (with this rescal-
ing) agree fairly well with those inferred by McKay et al.
(2001) from SDSS data. The conﬂicting implications of the
weak-lensing and luminosity function comparisons remain
a puzzle, at least if our choice of cosmological parameters is
correct.
We select galaxy samples above baryon mass thresholds,
but we characterize these samples by their space density ng
rather than the mass threshold itself. The membership in a
given sample, and thus the HOD, would be unchanged by
any monotonic rescaling of galaxy masses. The discrepancy
of SA and SPH baryon mass functions reﬂects the combined
impact of diﬀering physical assumptions (e.g., regarding
stellar feedback), the approximations in the SA method,
and the numerical limitations of the SPH simulation. We
will not attempt to disentangle these contributions here,
but we will show that the two approaches nonetheless give
similar predictions for the clustering of galaxy samples at
common space density.
Figure 2 shows the most commonly studied galaxy-
clustering statistic, the two-point correlation function, for
the two ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 galaxy samples and for the
dark matter in the SPH simulation. We compute the corre-
lation function of SA galaxies by populating the SPH dark
matter halos with SA galaxies assuming that, in every halo
that contains one or more galaxies, the ﬁrst galaxy is located
at the center of mass of the halo and any remaining galaxies
trace the dark matter distribution within the halo. The
plotted correlation function of SA galaxies is the mean gðrÞ
of the 10 SA realizations, and the plotted error bars show
the uncertainty in the mean; the 1  dispersion from one
PðNjMÞ realization to another is a factor of 101/2 larger.
The SA error bars therefore illustrate the uncertainty due to
ﬂuctuations in PðNjMÞ, but they do not include uncertainty
due to the ﬁnite number of large-scale structures in the
50 h1 Mpc cube. The SPH error bars, on the other hand,
are computed by jackknife resampling using the eight
octants of the simulation cube (see Weinberg et al. 2002),
and they are dominated by the ‘‘ cosmic variance ’’ in these
large-scale structures. For comparison, we show a power
law with the parameters derived for L* galaxies in the 2dF
redshift survey (Norberg et al. 2002a).
Fig. 2.—Plot of two-point correlation functions of dark matter and
model galaxies. The curves show the correlation function of the darkmatter
in the SPH simulation (dotted curve), the SPH galaxies (solid curve), and the
SA galaxies (dashed curve). The points show the ﬁtted power-law relation
for 2dF L* galaxies from Norberg et al. (2002a): ðrÞ ¼ ðr=4:9Þ1:79. The
SPH and SA galaxy samples have a space density of ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3
and thus correspond to a population of galaxies less luminous than L*. The
error bars shown for the SPH correlation function are the errors in
the mean estimated from jackknife resampling using the eight octants of the
cube, and they thus include an estimate of ‘‘ cosmic variance ’’ of the ﬁnite
number of coherent structures in the simulation volume. The SA correla-
tion function shown is the average over 10 realizations of the SA model,
and the error bars are the uncertainty in the mean. The SA error bars thus
represent the uncertainty in PðNjMÞ predicted by the model but do not
include cosmic variance.
Fig. 1.—Cumulative baryonic mass functions of SPH (solid curve) and
SA galaxies (dashed curve). The dotted curve incorporates a correction
for ﬁnite resolution eﬀects on the SPH galaxy mass function, estimated by
comparing two simulations of a 22:222 h1 Mpc cube.
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The dark matter correlation function shows the steepen-
ing at r  1 h1 Mpc and leveling oﬀ at rd0:3 h1 Mpc that
has been found in most N-body studies (e.g., Jenkins et al.
1998; though the deviation from a power law there is stron-
ger than here because of a larger value of 8). Both the SPH
and SA models have correlation functions that are closer to
a straight power law over the range r  0:05 2ð Þ h1 Mpc,
although, like the dark matter, they show a kink at that
larger scale. The diﬀerence between the model galaxy and
dark matter correlation functions is diﬃcult to see because
of the small size of the simulation box. This diﬀerence stands
out more strongly when we use the SPH and SA HODs to
populate a larger volume N-body simulation (shown in Fig.
21). The low amplitude of the model gðrÞ at scales larger
than 1 h1 Mpc compared with the 2dF points in Figure 2
is partly a consequence of the particular realization of struc-
ture in this 50 h1 Mpc volume (Weinberg et al. 2002) and
partly due to the fact that our ng ¼ 0:02 threshold corre-
sponds to a population of galaxies less luminous than L*.
The comparison of the SPH gðrÞ with observations is dis-
cussed at greater length byWeinberg et al. (2002). The corre-
lation functions of the twomodels diﬀer slightly, with the SA
model having a higher amplitude of gðrÞ on scales smaller
than 0:8 h1 Mpc and a somewhat more pronounced fea-
ture around 3 h1 Mpc. From gðrÞ alone, it is diﬃcult to
say what diﬀerences in galaxy formation physics are respon-
sible for these diﬀerences in clustering.With theHODanaly-
sis that follows, we will see that the small scale diﬀerence
arises mainly from the greater representation of galaxies in
the highest-mass halos predicted by the SAmodel.
3. HALO OCCUPATION PROBABILITIES PðNjMÞ
We now turn to the primary results of this study, compar-
ison of the PðNjMÞ predicted by the SPH and SA models.
Unless we specify otherwise, the results we show are for the
galaxy samples constructed to have a space density of
ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3, corresponding to galaxies brighter
than 0.2L* for the Blanton et al. (2001) r-band luminosity
function or the Norberg et al. (2002b) bJ-band luminosity
function.
Figure 3 shows NðMÞ predicted by the SPH model (top)
and a single realization of the SA model (bottom). Each
point represents the number of galaxies in a speciﬁc halo,
and the solid curve shows the mean hNi and its statistical
uncertainty, computed in bins of halo mass. The general fea-
tures that can be seen in hNiM (we use this notation to
denote the mean occupation as a function of halo mass) for
both models are a sharp drop in the fraction of halos that
contain a galaxy for halos of mass less than 5 1011 M
and a slope that increases from roughly hNi /M0:2 to
hNi /M0:8 asM gets larger. This behavior is similar to that
of the broken power law hNiM shown by BW to produce a
good match to the observed galaxy correlation function
(their Fig. 9). For halos withMd2 1012 M, the distribu-
tion PðNjhNiÞ is close to a ‘‘ nearest integer ’’ (Nint) distri-
bution with only two possible multiplicities, 0 and 1 or 1
and 2.9 The scatter in PðNjhNiÞ is larger at higher masses—
for example, a 1013 M halo may have one to four gal-
axies—but we will show that the scatter remains signiﬁ-
cantly below that of a Poisson distribution up to M  2
1013 M. Overall, the results in Figure 3 are in qualitative
agreement with results from other hydrodynamic simula-
tions (White et al. 2001; Yoshikawa et al. 2001; Pearce et al.
2001) and semianalytic calculations (Kauﬀmann et al. 1999;
Benson et al. 2000b; Somerville et al. 2001).
3.1. MeanHalo Occupation
We compare the hNiM relations predicted by the SPH
and SA models in Figure 4. The result for the SA model is
the average over the 10 SA realizations, resulting in smaller
Fig. 3.—PredictedNðMÞ from the SPH and SAmodels. Each point rep-
resents the number of galaxies above a baryonic mass threshold (selected to
yield a galaxy population of space density ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3) that occupy
a single dark matter halo in the SPH simulation (top) and a single realiza-
tion of the SAmodel (bottom). Points for halos that contain no galaxies are
arbitrarily placed at logN ¼ 0:5. A small random vertical scatter is added
to points withN < 4 to reduce saturation, and caret marks indicate the cen-
tral 90% of points with N < 3. The solid curves show the mean hNi and its
uncertainty, computed in bins of logM.
9 In Benson et al. 2000b and BW, this is referred to as the ‘‘ average ’’ dis-
tribution, since it is as close as one can come to N ¼ hNiM , given that the
former is integer valued and the latter is not. The general deﬁnition is
pðNl jhNiÞ ¼ 1 ðhNi NlÞ; pðNl þ 1jhNiÞ ¼ hNi Nl , where Nl is the
integer satisfying Nl  hNi < Nl þ 1, with pðNjhNiÞ ¼ 0 for all other
values ofN.
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error bars, especially at M  3 1014 M, for which there
are only two halos in the SPH simulation. Also shown is the
relation hNiM /M, normalized so that N ¼ 1 at the same
mass as the SPH and SA models (dotted line). The agree-
ment between the two predicted hNiM relations is strikingly
good. They have roughly the same cutoﬀ at low mass and
the same shape and amplitude across more than 2 orders of
magnitude in halo mass. The only notable diﬀerences are
that the SPH simulation predicts a slightly sharper cutoﬀ at
low masses and slightly fewer galaxies on average in the
highest-mass halos, though with a single SPH realization it
is not clear that this latter discrepancy is statistically signiﬁ-
cant. Our matching of number densities requires that the
integrals ng ¼
R1
0 hNiMnðMÞdM, where nðMÞ is the halo
mass function, be equal in the twomodels, but it clearly does
not enforce the detailed agreement seen in Figure 4.
We expect a low-mass cutoﬀ in hNiM simply because
lower mass halos do not contain enough gas to form a gal-
axy of baryonic mass greater thanMb;min, the baryonic mass
threshold of our sample. If the ratio of galaxy baryonic mass
to halo mass were equal to the universal baryon-to-matter
ratio, the minimum halo mass would be Mmin ¼ ðm=bÞ
Mb;min. The vertical arrow in Figure 4 marks this halo mass
for the value of Mb;min that deﬁnes the SPH galaxy sample.
Since this arrow nearly coincides with the sharp drop in
hNiM , we conclude that many low-mass halos in the SPH
simulation cool essentially all the gas within the virial radius
into a single galaxy.10 The hNiM relation of the SA model
also cuts oﬀ at this halo mass, but in this case the value of
Mb;min is 4 times smaller, implying that these galaxies con-
tain only 25% of the baryons within the virial radius. As
discussed in x 2.3, we attribute this diﬀerence to the impact
of the stellar feedback parameters in the SA model, which
are chosen to match the observed galaxy luminosity func-
tion. For the lowest-mass halos in the SA model, feedback
results in approximately 4 M of gas ejected from galaxy
disks for every 1M of stars formed. Therefore, these halos
cool gas with high eﬃciency, and feedback then determines
how much cold gas is allowed to remain in galaxies and
form stars. The SA low-mass cutoﬀ is nearly as sharp as the
SPH cutoﬀ because the feedback mechanism is tightly corre-
lated with halo mass, so galaxies in SA halos never retain
more than25% of their gas.
Following the low-mass cutoﬀ, there is a low-occupancy
regime (hNid2) in which the mean number of galaxies rises
slowly, growing from one to two over a decade in halo mass.
In this regime, halos spend their larger gas supplies on build-
ing a more massive galaxy rather than on building multiple
low-mass galaxies. Figure 5a demonstrates this point, show-
ing the average baryonic mass hMbi of galaxies in each halo,
averaged in bins of halo mass. Although there is a large oﬀ-
set in galaxy mass between the two models, both the SPH
and SA models predict a steady increase in hMbi in the low-
occupancy regime, leveling oﬀ atM  1012:5 1013 M. Con-
tinuing to more massive halos, we enter a high-occupancy
regime in which hNiM steepens, though the slope remains
less than unity except perhaps at the very highest masses.
This steepening marks a transition from a regime in which
much of the cooling gas is channeled to one or two galaxies
to a regime in which halos are built by merging smaller halos
whose preexisting galaxies survive, for the most part, as dis-
tinct entities. The transition presumably reﬂects the relative
timescales for gas cooling and major halo mergers. A
mismatch between the scales of ﬁlaments and galaxies in
high-mass halos may also play a role in this transition, with
ﬁlaments of large geometrical cross section no longer able to
funnel cooled gas directly onto galaxies (see Katz et al.
2003a). Dynamical friction may also be more eﬀective at
bringing together the galaxies of merged halos in the low-
mass regime. Figure 5b shows the fraction of total halo mass
that is in the form of galaxy baryons, averaged in bins of
halo mass. In the high halo mass regime, the eﬃciency of
converting gas to galaxies drops with increasing halo mass,
keeping the slope of hNiM below unity. Some of the gas
may, of course, be going into galaxies below our mass
threshold, rather than not cooling at all.
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Fig. 4.—Predicted hNiM relation from the SPH and SA models. The
curves show the mean hNi and its uncertainty, computed in bins of logM,
for the SPH (solid curve) and SA (dashed curve) models. Both models have
minimum galaxy baryonic masses selected to yield a galaxy population of
space density ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3. In the SA case, we use 10 random real-
izations of each halo, resulting in smaller error bars for hNiM . In the SPH
case, we show the two most massive halos as points. For purpose of com-
parison, we show the relation hNi /M (dotted line), normalized so that
N ¼ 1 at the same mass as the SPH and SA models. The arrow marks the
halo mass that would contain a total baryonic mass equal to the minimum
SPH galaxy baryonic mass, assuming the universal baryon to mass ratio.
Open circles show the hNiM results obtained from a smaller volume simula-
tion with a factor of 8 higher mass resolution. Error bars for these circles
are shown only for mass bins that contain at least three halos.
10 We are using the phrase ‘‘ within the halo virial radius ’’ somewhat
loosely here. In the SPH simulation, accretion along ﬁlaments means that
the Lagrangian (initial) volume of gas within the ﬁnal virial radius is larger
and more irregular than that of the dark matter. Some gas travels long dis-
tances along a ﬁlament to the central galaxy, while some gas within the halo
virial radius remains hot (see Katz et al. 1994, 2003a).
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which has a cutoﬀ, a low- and high-mass regime, and a tran-
sition between them;Mmin sets the location of the low-mass
cutoﬀ,  determines how sharp it is,  and  are the power-
law slopes of hNiM in the low- and high-mass regimes,Mcrit
is the mass at which the slope changes, and l determines the
speed of the transition. The particular form of the cutoﬀ is
chosen because it gives a good match to the numerical
results. In place of the normalization constant K, one can
specify the massM1 of halos that have a mean occupancy of
1, hNiM ¼ 1. Table 1 lists the best-ﬁt values of these param-
eters for the SPH and SA models. The last column in the
table lists the maximum logarithmic error of the ﬁtting
formula for loghNi, DðloghNiÞmax, relative to the numerical
results. It is not surprising that we can ﬁt the numerical data
with a seven-parameter function, and we could almost cer-
tainly ﬁnd something with fewer parameters that would also
work. We choose this form because it seems a natural
description of the results and has some basis in the physical
interpretation. These ﬁtting functions are useful for boot-
strapping the predictions of these models onto larger
volumeN-body simulations, as we will do in x 6 below.
One natural concern with the SPH predictions is the
impact of ﬁnite resolution. In particular, one might worry
that the eﬀects of dynamical friction are overestimated in
low-mass halos and that an excessive galaxy merger rate in
this regime could be partly responsible for the very shallow
slope of hNiM at low occupancy. Open circles in Figure 4
show the hNiM results obtained from the 22:222 h1 Mpc
simulation described in x 2.1. Each halo now has 8 times
more dark matter particles than in the 50 h1 Mpc cube,
and the baryonic mass threshold now corresponds to the
mass of 512 SPH particles rather than 64. While the small
volume of the higher resolution simulation leads to poor
representation of high-mass halos, the agreement in the
low-mass regime is excellent, and the oneM  3 1014 M
halo in the small box has similar occupation to those in the
large box. The agreement of numerical results across a
factor of 8 in mass resolution, as well as the agreement
between the SPH and SA results, suggests that the mean
occupation function shown in Figure 4 is a secure predic-
tion of the current theory of galaxy formation, given our
adopted cosmological parameters.
3.2. Factorial Moments and Pð0jMÞ
We now turn our attention to higher order moments of
PðNjMÞ. These moments inﬂuence galaxy clustering on
small scales, in which the number of galaxy pairs, triples,
and so forth within a single halo becomes important. For
example, the two-point correlation function has a one-halo
term that depends on the second factorial moment
hNðN  1ÞiM ¼
P1
N¼0NðN  1ÞPðNjMÞ. The three-point
correlation function has a one-halo term that depends on
Fig. 5.—(a) Mean baryonic galaxy mass per halo hMbi, and (b) fraction
of total halo mass contained in galaxy baryons Mb;tot=M. The average of
these quantities is computed in bins of logM for the SPH (solid curve) and
SA (dashed curve) models. Also shown is the 1  scatter in the relations. The
dotted line in (b) shows the universal baryon fraction b=m. The relation
between hMbi andMb;tot in each halo is simplyMb;tot ¼ NhMbi, whereN is
the number of galaxies in the halo.
TABLE 1
Fit Parameters for hNiM Fitting Function
ng Mb;min Mmin  Mcrit l   M1 hNiðMcritÞ DðloghNiÞmax
SPH:
0.02 ............... 10.74 11.70 6.2 12.70 1.6 0.09 0.74 12.00 1.5 0.06
0.01 ............... 11.10 12.05 8.2 12.85 5.0 0.21 0.56 12.30 1.4 0.07
0.005 ............. 11.38 12.35 7.8 13.40 1.9 0.30 0.70 12.75 1.8 0.14
SA:
0.02 ............... 10.16 11.75 2.9 13.00 1.8 0.22 0.91 12.15 2.0 0.09
0.01 ............... 10.50 12.05 2.2 13.15 1.8 0.20 0.81 12.60 1.6 0.07
0.005 ............. 10.75 12.35 2.5 13.60 2.0 0.27 0.81 12.90 1.8 0.06
Note.—Mass columns list logðM=MÞ.
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hNðN  1ÞðN  2ÞiM and a two-halo term that depends onhNðN  1ÞiM . Benson et al. (2000b) and BW show that a
sub-Poisson PðNjhNiÞ distribution makes it much easier to
produce a correlation function of the observed power-law
form; the alternative is to put galaxies into halos of implau-
sibly low mass (see also Seljak 2000; Peacock & Smith 2000;
Scoccimarro et al. 2001). The PðNjhNiÞ distribution is
therefore an important prediction of galaxy formation
theories, in addition to hNiM .
The solid and dashed lines in Figure 6 show
hNðN  1Þi1=2M , the square root of the mean number of gal-
axy pairs in halos of mass M, for the SPH and SA calcula-
tions, respectively. As in Figure 4, the agreement of the two
models is remarkably good. The upper set of dotted curves
shows the relation hNðN  1Þi1=2 ¼ hNi, which would be
expected for Poisson PðNjhNiÞ distributions. The lower set
of dotted curves shows the corresponding prediction for
nearest-integer PðNjhNiÞ. Clearly the distributions pre-
dicted by the SPH and SA models are much narrower than
Poisson distributions when the occupation number is low,
and they are close to the maximally narrow Nint distribu-
tions. In particular, halos that on average contain zero or
one galaxy almost never contain two, and halos that on
average contain one or two galaxies rarely contain three (see
Fig. 3). Since the cutoﬀ in hNiM at hNi < 1 is quite sharp,
the former result can be understood largely in terms of mass
supply: halos with hNi < 1 do not have enough cold bary-
ons to make two galaxies above the mass threshold. How-
ever, 5 1012 M halos have enough baryonic material to
make 10 galaxies above the SPH baryon mass threshold,
and they rarely make even three or four. The sub-Poisson
width of PðNjhNiÞ at these scales suggests that halos in this
mass regime have a relatively narrow range of formation
and accretion histories, a degree of regularity that the SPH
and SA calculations evidently agree on.
We can quantify the eﬀects of sub-Poisson ﬂuctuations on
halo pair counts via the quantity ! ¼ ðhN2i  hNi2Þ=hNi,
which is equal to 1 for a Poisson distribution, less than 1 for
narrower distributions, and greater than 1 for broader dis-
tributions. In terms of this parameter, the second factorial
moment is hNðN  1Þi ¼ hNi2 þ hNið! 1Þ. A nearest-
integer distribution has ! 	 1 for hNi5 1, falling to ! ¼ 0
at hNi ¼ 1. The Nint value of ! is exactly zero at all higher
integer values of hNi, and it rises slightly above zero for
noninteger values (Yang et al. 2003).11 From the mean pair
count results plotted in Figure 6, we ﬁnd that the SPH and
SA models predict an ! that falls quickly from 1 to zero in
the cutoﬀ regime with hNi < 1, then rises steadily from zero
to 1 as halo masses increase from 1012–1014 M, with an
approximately linear trend of ! with logM. Thus, we ﬁnd a
steady trend from Nint pair counts in the low-occupancy
regime to Poisson pair counts in the high-occupancy regime.
Note, however, that the fractional diﬀerence between Nint
and Poisson pair counts is large at low hNi but small at high
hNi. One can see from Figure 6 that the Nint model is never
very far, in a logarithmic sense, from the predicted pair
counts, while the Poisson model is much too high for
hNid1:5. Although we do not show them here, the pair
counts predicted by the high-resolution SPH simulation are
in good agreement with those predicted by the large-volume
simulation.
Figure 7 shows hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi1=3, the cube root of
the mean number of galaxy triples in halos of mass M. The
11 BW incorrectly implied that the Nint value of ! is zero for all hNi. A
	-function PðNjhNiÞ has !  0, but since a 	-function is not restricted to
integer values ofN, it is not an acceptable model for this physical situation.
Fig. 7.—Predicted hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi1=3M relation from the SPH and SA
models. The curves show themean hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi1=3 and its uncertain-
ties, computed in bins of logM, for the SPH (solid curve) and SA (dashed
curve) models. Also shown for each model are the bracketing cases of Pois-
son and nearest-integer PðNjhNiÞ (dotted lines above and below
hNðN  1Þ ðN  2Þi1=3M , respectively), derived from eqs. (3) and (4). The
open circles show hNið1þ 32Þ1=3 for the SA model, where 2 is the second-
order volume-averaged connected correlation as deﬁned in x 3.2.
Fig. 6.—Predicted hNðN  1Þi1=2M relation from the SPH and SAmodels.
The curves show the mean hNðN  1Þi1=2 and its uncertainty, computed
in bins of logM, for the SPH (solid curve) and SA (dashed curve) models.
Also shown for each model are the bracketing cases of Poisson and nearest-
integer PðNjhNiÞ (dotted lines above and below hNðN  1Þi1=2M , respec-
tively), derived from eqs. (3) and (4).
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SPH and SA predictions, shown by the solid and dashed
lines, respectively, again agree very well. A Poisson
PðNjhNiÞ has hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi1=3 ¼ hNi, shown by the
upper dotted curves in Figure 7. The predicted triple counts
are substantially sub-Poisson, though in this case they are
higher than those for a nearest-integer distribution shown
by the lower dotted curves. It is interesting to examine this
behavior in terms analogous to those used in studies of
counts-in-cells statistics (e.g., Colombi et al. 2000).12 We
deﬁne volume-averaged, connected correlations 2ðMÞ and
3ðMÞ by the relations
hNðN  1Þi ¼hNi2ð1þ 2Þ ;
hNðN  1ÞðN  2Þi ¼hNi3ð1þ 32 þ 3Þ : ð3Þ
A Poisson PðNjhNiÞ has 2 ¼ 3 ¼ 0. A Nint distribution
withNl  hNi < Nl þ 1 has
2 ¼ NlðNl þ 1ÞhNi2 þ
2Nl
hNi  1 ;







hNi þ 2 ; ð4Þ
which reduce to the 	-function values 2 ¼ 1=hNi and
3 ¼ 2=hNi2 for integer values of hNi. We can obtain values
of 2ðMÞ from the pair counts plotted in Figure 6. Open
circles in Figure 7 show hNið1þ 32Þ1=3 for the SA model,
i.e., the triple counts predicted if we incorporate the mea-
sured sub-Poisson behavior of the pair counts but set
3 ¼ 0. Since these points match the actual triple counts bet-
ter than either the Poisson prediction or the full Nint predic-
tion with negative 3, we conclude that the sub-Poisson
statistics of galaxy assembly in the SA and SPHmodels have
a direct impact on pair counts in halos but inﬂuence triple
counts mainly via this indirect impact on pair counts. We
have not investigated higher order factorial moments, but
the results here suggest the conjecture N 	 0 forN > 2.
In low mass density regions of the universe, the halo mass
function is shifted to lower masses (e.g., Mo &White 1996),
making it less likely that these regions contain massive
halos. The question of whether these regions are void of gal-
axies thus depends on the probability Pð0jMÞ that a halo of
mass M contains zero galaxies of a speciﬁed class; the void
probability itself is high if Pð0jMÞ is high for all halos below
the exponential cutoﬀ scale of the shifted mass function (see
BW; x 4.3). Therefore, for calculating galaxy void statistics,
the HOD property of greatest importance is Pð0jMÞ. Solid
and dashed curves in Figure 8 show Pð0jMÞ for the SPH
and SA models, respectively. The halos with N ¼ 0 are in
general not empty of galaxies, but the galaxies that they con-
tain are below our baryonic mass threshold Mb;min. Both
Pð0jMÞ curves drop from 1 to zero over the mass range
2 1011–1012 M, corresponding to the rise in hNiM from
zero to 1 in Figure 4. The top two dotted curves show the
expectations for Poisson statistics, Pð0jMÞ ¼ expðhNiMÞ.
Analogous to the factorial moment results, it is clear that
the probability of a high-mass halo being empty is far lower
than Poisson statistics would imply. In fact, the SPH and
SA results are almost perfectly described by the Nint distri-
bution (bottom two dotted curves), for which Pð0jMÞ ¼ max
ð1 hNiM ; 0Þ; only the low-amplitude (Pd0:02) tail of the
SPH prediction for 8 1011 MdMd2 1012 M devi-
ates noticeably from this result. The sharpness of Pð0jMÞ is
further testimony to the regularity of the galaxy formation
process in low-mass halos. In the SPH simulation, halos
with Md3:5 1011 M almost never contain a galaxy
above the baryonic mass threshold, while halos with
Me7 1011 M almost always do. The transition is
slightly more gradual in the SA model, as one might expect,
since the SPH cutoﬀ is driven by the universal baryon frac-
tion while the SA cutoﬀ is determined by the physical proc-
esses that suppress gas cooling, whose operation depends
to some extent on the halo’s formation history. The sub-
Poisson nature of Pð0jMÞ slightly decreases the probability
of ﬁnding large empty voids (see BW; Fig. 14c). However,
for galaxy samples deﬁned by luminosity rather than bar-
yonic mass, variations in stellar populations may signiﬁ-
cantly soften the transition from empty halos to occupied
halos.
3.3. Mass and Age Dependence of PðNjMÞ
Figure 9 shows hNiM predicted by the SPH and SA mod-
els for samples with three diﬀerent baryon mass thresholds
Mb;min, with corresponding space densities ng ¼ 0:02, 0.01,
and 0:005 h3 Mpc3. Luminosity-thresholded samples with
the same space densities would have Lmin 	 0:2, 0.45, and
0.75 L*, assuming the r-band luminosity function of
Blanton et al. (2001) or the bJ-band luminosity function of
Norberg et al. (2002b). Not surprisingly, the minimum halo
masses are higher for higher baryon mass thresholds, and
high-mass halos necessarily contain fewer galaxies above
these higher thresholds. The low-mass cutoﬀs for the SPH12 We thank S. Colombi and J. Fry for suggesting this analysis.
Fig. 8.—Predicted Pð0jMÞ distribution from the SPH and SA models.
The curves show the probability Pð0jMÞ that a halo of mass M contains
zero galaxies above the baryonic mass threshold, computed in bins of
logM. The top two dotted curves show the expected distributions for a
Poisson PðNjhNiÞ, which predicts Pð0jMÞ ¼ expðhNiMÞ. The model
results are much better described by the nearest-integer prediction
Pð0jMÞ ¼ maxð1 hNiM ; 0Þ [dotted curves that deviate only at the very
tail ends ofPð0jMÞ].
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hNiM continue to be dictated by the universal baryon frac-
tion, as indicated by the vertical arrows in Figure 9. The SA
cutoﬀs are always somewhat softer than the SPH cutoﬀs,
but they occur at nearly the same halo masses, which is
not surprising as it would otherwise be diﬃcult for the two
models to have the same galaxy density ng.
The striking aspects of Figure 9 are the good agreement
between the SPH and SA predictions at all three space den-
sities and the extent to which the change in hNiM is well
described by a simple horizontal shift along the logM axis.
In terms of the ﬁtting function (eq. [2]), the eﬀect of an
increased baryonic mass threshold is, approximately, to
multiply the mass scalesMmin,M1, andMcrit by the ratio fM
of the new and old values ofMb;min, while the slopes  and 
remain roughly the same. Table 1 lists the values of Mb;min
and the ﬁtting function parameters for the diﬀerent space
density samples, and it also lists the values of hNiM at
M ¼Mcrit, demonstrating that the transition from the low-
occupancy regime to the high-occupancy regime occurs at
hNi  1:4–2 in all cases. Figure 10 shows that the good
agreement of SPH and SA calculations and the horizontal-
shift nature of the dependence on mass threshold also
applies to the second factorial moment hNðN  1Þi. We
have computed ! for the various samples and ﬁnd that the
transition from Nint to Poisson pair counts always happens
at roughly the same mean occupancy. The value of ! typi-
cally rises from 0 to 0.5 as hNi goes from 1 to 2, and
! 	 1 for hNie5. We have examined lower baryonic mass
thresholds in the high-resolution 22:222 h1 Mpc SPH
simulation (not shown) and ﬁnd analogous horizontal shifts
of hNiM and hNðN  1ÞiM .
Dotted curves in Figures 9 and 10 represent results of a
calculation using halo merger tree properties instead of
baryonic mass to select SA galaxy samples. We will discuss
this calculation in x 7.
The clustering of galaxies is well known to depend on
galaxy color or spectral type and on galaxy morphology (see
Norberg et al. 2002a; Zehavi et al. 2002, and numerous
references therein). Reproducing the observed type depend-
ence of clustering is an important test for theories of galaxy
formation. Figure 11 shows the mean occupation hNiM pre-
dicted by the SPH and SA models for galaxies in four quar-
tiles of stellar population age, which should correlate tightly
with color or spectral type. The SPH ages are median mass-
weighted stellar ages, while the SA ages are mean
mass-weighted stellar ages, because these quantities are
straightforward to compute in the two analysis codes.
Although there are diﬀerences between the SPH and SA pre-
dictions in individual age quartiles, the agreement on the
qualitative dependence of hNiM on galaxy age is remarkably
good. Old galaxies have a steep hNiM relation, with most
galaxies occupying high-multiplicity halos, whereas young
galaxies have a shallow hNiM and reside primarily in single-
galaxy halos. In the language more commonly used to
describe the environmental dependence of galaxy types,
both calculations predict that old, red, or early-type galaxies
reside preferentially in clusters and that young, blue, or late-
type galaxies reside mainly in the ﬁeld. This result emerges
from two aspects of the galaxy formation physics. First,
gravitational collapse and galaxy assembly begin earlier in
the overdense regions that eventually form massive halos.
Second, gas accretion largely shuts oﬀ when a galaxy’s
parent halo merges into a more massive halo, starving the
galaxy of the fuel that it would need to make young stars.
The galaxies that are in high-mass halos today started form-
ing their stars early, and they stopped forming them some
time ago.
The SPH simulation does not resolve galaxy morphology,
but the SA model does track morphology, assigning
Fig. 10.—Predicted hNðN  1Þi1=2M from the SPH and SA models, as a
function of galaxy space density. Curves are as in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9.—Predicted hNiM from the SPH and SA models, as a function of
galaxy space density. Both models have minimum galaxy baryonic masses
selected to yield galaxy populations of space densities ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3
(top curves), 0:01 h3 Mpc3 (middle curves), and 0:005 h3 Mpc3 (bottom
curves). The three vertical arrows mark the halo masses that would contain
a total baryonic mass equal to the minimum SPH galaxy baryonic mass,
under the assumption of a universal baryon to mass ratio. Dotted curves
show hNiM for the SA model when galaxies are selected above a threshold
inMmax (deﬁned in x 7), rather than their baryonic mass.
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postmerger stellar populations to bulge components as
described in x 2.2. Galaxy color and morphological type are
correlated with environment in similar ways. Nonetheless,
the physics that determines morphology is diﬀerent from
the physics that governs stellar population age, and it is
interesting to ask whether the SA model predicts a morpho-
logical dependence of clustering that is distinguishable from
the age dependence. Dotted curves in Figure 11 show the
SA predictions for galaxy quartiles deﬁned by bulge-to-disk
ratios (in stellar mass) rather than by stellar population age.
While there is a fair amount of galaxy-by-galaxy scatter
between mean stellar age and bulge-to-disk ratio, the two
ways of characterizing galaxy type display similar mean
occupation functions. The SA model thus predicts that the
morphological dependence of clustering will closely track
the age dependence of clustering.
Closer inspection of Figure 11 reveals interesting struc-
ture in the SA hNiM curves that is signiﬁcant relative to the
error bars. For the youngest quartile, hNiM has a maximum
at M 	 1012 M, then falls before rising again at Me1013
M. The next two quartiles show similar peaks in hNiM , at
M 	 3 1012 andM 	 8 1012 M. These peaks represent
the contribution of the halos’ central galaxies, the ages of
which are correlated with the halo masses. Young central
galaxies form in low-mass halos, and the mean occupation
for these galaxies declines toward higher halo mass as the
central galaxy age moves out of the youngest quartile and
into the second quartile, and so on for the third. The oldest
quartile has a very low plateau for low halo masses because
the galaxies of these halos are almost always younger; then
there is a sharp rise when the halo mass gets high enough
that central galaxies can be in the oldest quartile. A similar
peak at low halo masses for young or blue galaxies is also
seen in the GIF semianalytic models of Kauﬀmann et al.
(1999), and it is modeled as a Gaussian bump by Sheth et al.
(2001a) and Scranton (2002). While the behavior of the SPH
hNiM curves is similar, the structure is much less pro-
nounced, indicating that the SPH calculation produces
more scatter between halo mass and central galaxy age.
Some of this diﬀerence could arise from the diﬀerent age
deﬁnitions, though there is no obvious reason that median
ages would exhibit more scatter than mean ages. The
Fig. 11.—Dependence of hNiM on galaxy age. The four panels correspond to four age quartiles for the ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 samples, from oldest (a) to
youngest (d ). In each panel, solid and dashed curves show results for SPH and SA galaxies, respectively, with error bars showing the error on the mean in each
mass bin. Dotted curves show SA galaxies classiﬁed into quartiles based on their bulge-to-disk ratio, from bulge dominated (a) to disk dominated (d ).
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existence of local maxima in hNiM means that our ﬁtting for-
mula (2) does not describe the age quartile results accurately,
so we do not attempt to perform ﬁts for these samples.
Figure 12 shows that the SPH and SA models predict
qualitatively similar pair counts hNðN  1ÞiM for the age
quartiles, though the results are fairly noisy. As with the
mean occupation, age and bulge-to-disk divisions produce
similar results for the SA model. Overall, the strong age
dependence of PðNjMÞ implies that both SPH simulations
and SA models predict a strong dependence of galaxy
clustering on stellar population age. The similarity of the
predicted trends indicates that for all clustering statistics
these dependences will be similar for the twomethods.
Figure 13 (top) shows the mean occupation for young,
old, and all galaxies in the SPH and SA models, when the
ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 sample is divided into two halves
according to age. While the quartile division demonstrates
the steadiness of trends with age, this division in two yields
more statistically robust predictions that can be tested
against, for example, the red and blue halves of a volume-
limited galaxy sample. For both the SPH and SA calcula-
tions, the mean occupation of older galaxies is close to a
power law truncated at Mmin, and the slowly rising regime
of the total hNiM curve comes from adding this power law
to the much ﬂatter occupation curve of young galaxies. The
SA model predicts that in the high halo mass regime
(Me1013 M), the power-law slope of hNiM for both old
and young galaxies is equal to that of hNiM for all galaxies.
This suggests that the fraction of young to old galaxies is
constant in this regime. This behavior is seen in Figure 13b
(bottom), which shows the fraction of young galaxies in
halos as a function of halomass. The SAmodel predicts that
the young fraction drops steadily from 90% to 10% as halo
mass increases from the minimum cutoﬀ mass to 1013 M
and then levels oﬀ at 10% for greater masses. The SPH
model prediction for the young fraction (Fig. 13a, bottom)
shows no clear evidence for this high-mass plateau, but it is
too noisy to tell for sure. The mass dependence of the SA
young fraction diﬀers from that of the ‘‘ late-type fraction ’’
parameterization assumed by van den Bosch et al. (2003),
which is forced to zero at high halo masses.
3.4. (No) Environmental Dependence of PðNjMÞ
The claim that the HOD formalism oﬀers a complete
description of galaxy bias hinges on a key assumption: if we
Fig. 12.—Dependence of hNðN  1Þi1=2M on galaxy age and (for the SAmodel) bulge-to-disk ratio. Panels and curves are as in Fig. 11.
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know, statistically, how galaxies occupy halos of given
mass, then we can predict all aspects of galaxy clustering
given a halo population. This assumption would break
down if halos of the same mass in diﬀerent large-scale envi-
ronments had systematically diﬀerent galaxy populations.
The excursion set model (Bond et al. 1991) predicts that the
statistics of a halo’s progenitor population and merger his-
tory depend only on its mass, not on its environment. The
SA model employed here is on based on excursion set
merger trees, so it necessarily incorporates no direct depend-
ence of galaxy population on halo environment. The analy-
sis of N-body simulations by Lemson & Kauﬀmann (1999)
shows that halos of the same mass in diﬀerent environments
have similar properties and formation histories, providing
substantial support for this approach. Nonetheless, it is
desirable to revisit this central issue with a simulation that
includes the gas dynamics and dissipation that play key
roles in galaxy formation.
Figure 14 shows hNiM for the SPH galaxy populations of
halos in diﬀerent bins of large-scale density. The density
around each halo is found by smoothing the dark matter
distribution with a top-hat ﬁlter of radius 4 h1 Mpc. As
expected, the low-density bins probe only hNiM in the low
halo mass regime, and successively higher density bins
probe hNiM to higher masses, demonstrating the expected
shift of the halo mass function with environment (see Mo &
White 1996). The main result, however, is unambiguous: the
mean halo occupation of galaxies is completely independent
of the larger scale environment. The same is true for
hNðN  1ÞiM , although we do not plot that result here. We
thus conclude that, to the extent that the SPH simulation
includes the most important macroscopic galaxy formation
physics, the claim that the HOD is a complete formulation
of galaxy bias is well founded. The large-scale relative bias
between early and late type galaxies, predicted by both the
SA and SPH approaches (Benson et al. 2000a; Weinberg
et al. 2002), arises entirely from the dependence of the halo
mass function on the large-scale environment, not from
changes in galaxy populations at ﬁxed halo mass.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF SPH GALAXIES
WITHIN HALOS
In this section we investigate the second component of
the HOD: the relative spatial and velocity distributions
of galaxies and dark matter within halos. The spatial bias of
galaxies within halos has a more limited impact on galaxy
clustering than PðNjMÞ because its eﬀect is restricted to
Fig. 13.—Fraction of young galaxies as a function of halo mass. Top, Mean halo occupation of old (dashed curves), young (dotted curves), and all (solid
curves) galaxies in the (a) SPH and (b) SA models, when the ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 sample is divided into two equal halves according to age; bottom, mean
fraction of young galaxies in halos as a function of halo mass. Error bars show the uncertainty in the mean, calculated in halo mass bins.
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scales smaller than halo virial diameters. Nevertheless,
internal spatial biases can have an important eﬀect on
small-scale clustering, such as the correlation function at
separations rd0:3 h1 Mpc (BW; Fig. 6). Systematic diﬀer-
ences between galaxy and dark matter velocity dispersions
within halos, namely, velocity bias, can have a major impact
on redshift space clustering even at very large scales (BW;
Figs. 15 and 16). While the SA model treats presumed cen-
tral galaxies diﬀerently from satellites, it does not directly
predict spatial or velocity distributions within halos. Clus-
tering predictions based on the combination of SAmodeling
with N-body simulations often assume that the central gal-
axy resides at the halo center of mass and moves with the
halo center of mass velocity and that satellites trace the dark
matter spatial and velocity distribution (e.g., Kauﬀmann
et al. 1997; Benson et al. 2000a, 2000b). Kauﬀmann et al.
(1999) adopt a somewhat diﬀerent procedure, in which sat-
ellite galaxies trace the most bound particle of their parent
halo, leaving some internal bias (Diaferio et al. 1999). In the
SPH simulation, we can investigate internal biases in a cal-
culation that includes the full eﬀects of gas dynamics,
dynamical friction, and galaxy mergers.
Figure 15a plots the distribution rcen=Rvir versus M,
where Rvir is the halo virial radius and rcen is the distance
from the halo center of mass to the galaxy that is closest to
it. Each point represents an individual halo. The central
solid curve shows the mean rcen=Rvir in mass bins, and the
upper and lower solid curves enclose 60% of the points. On
average, the centermost galaxy of a halo resides within
0:1Rvir of the halo center of mass. To obtain corresponding
predictions for the case in which galaxies trace mass within
halos, we randomly select from each halo a number of dark
matter particles equal to the number of galaxies N. We
tag the selected particle closest to the center of mass as the
‘‘ placebo ’’ particle, and we repeat the process several times
to improve statistics. Dashed curves in Figure 15amark the
mean and central 60% of the distributions of rpcb=Rvir in
bins of halo mass. Comparison with the solid curves demon-
strates that the centermost galaxies in the SPH halos are
indeed a distinct, ‘‘ central ’’ population, whose proximity
to the center of mass would not be expected if galaxies
randomly traced the dark matter.
The distinction between central galaxies and placebo
particles is less clear at large M, but in these high-mass
halos, substructure near the virial radius may shift the cen-
ter of mass position. The location of the most bound dark
matter particle or a local density maximum provides a more
Fig. 14.—Environmental dependence of hNiM in the SPH model. hNiM
and its uncertainty is shown for all halos (solid curve) and for halos in four
bins of dark matter density contrast, 	, as marked, where 	 is computed in
top-hat spheres of radius 4 h1 Mpc around each halo. While the distribu-
tion of halo masses shifts with 	, there is no discernible dependence of the
galaxy occupation at ﬁxedM on the larger scale environment.
Fig. 15.—(a) Distribution of distances of ‘‘ central ’’ SPH galaxies from
their halo centers. In each halo, the SPH galaxy closest to the halo’s center
of mass is tagged as the ‘‘ central ’’ galaxy. Each point shows the distance of
a central galaxy from its host halo’s center of mass, in units of the halo’s
virial radius. Themiddle solid curve shows themean distance in bins of halo
mass, and the outer two solid curves enclose 60% of all SPH central gal-
axies. The dashed curves show the same for dark matter ‘‘ placebo ’’ par-
ticles, which represent the distribution of rcen=Rvir that would be expected if
SPH galaxies had the same distribution as dark matter within halos. (b)
Same as (a), but with the halo center identiﬁed as the position of the most
bound darkmatter particle instead of the center of mass.
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physically robust indicator of the halo center. However, we
began with the center-of-mass deﬁnition because the most
bound dark matter particle is almost guaranteed to lie near
the center of a massive galaxy, and with this deﬁnition of the
halo center one might erroneously infer the existence of
‘‘ central ’’ galaxies even if galaxies traced the overall dark
matter distribution within halos. Figure 15b is the same as
Figure 15a except that the halo center is identiﬁed as the
position of the most bound dark matter particle (speciﬁ-
cally, the particle with the lowest potential energy, com-
puted using the halo’s dark matter particles only) instead of
the center of mass. For the great majority of halos, this par-
ticle lies within 0:1Rvir of the center of mass. As expected,
the rcen=Rvir distribution is much narrower with the most-
bound–particle deﬁnition of halo center, while the rpcb=Rvir
distribution is hardly changed. Since Figure 15a convinc-
ingly establishes the existence of central galaxies, we will
henceforth use the more reliable most-bound–particle
deﬁnition to identify which galaxies are central.
What about satellite (i.e., noncentral) galaxies? Figure 16
compares the radial proﬁles of satellite galaxies (solid curves)
with those of dark matter (dashed curves), in four halo mass
bins. Here we deﬁne proﬁles as the fraction of objects in bins
of r=Rvir. In all cases, the radial distribution of satellite gal-
axies traces that of dark matter within halos fairly well.
However, there is marginal evidence of a central core in the
galaxy distribution relative to that of the dark matter. There
are no satellite galaxies in the lowest halo mass bin (d )
because these halos never havemore than one galaxy.
We now consider the relative velocities of galaxies and
dark matter within halos. For every SPH galaxy, we mea-
sure jvg  vhj, the magnitude of its velocity relative to the
halo center-of-mass velocity. We then average these mea-
surements in bins of r=Rvir, where r is the galaxy’s distance
from the halo center (most bound particle). We do the same
for all dark matter particles. Dividing these two functions
gives the ‘‘ velocity bias ’’ parameter v ¼ hjvm  vhji=
hjvm  vhji as a function of radius within halos, similar to
the v parameter deﬁned by BW (which was assumed to be
constant with radius). If galaxies have the same distribution
of velocities as random dark matter particles, then v ¼ 1,
while if all galaxies move at their halo’s mean velocity, then
v ¼ 0. Figure 17 shows v for central (ﬁlled circles) and
satellite (open circles) SPH galaxies as a function of r=Rvir,
Fig. 16.—Radial distribution of SPH ‘‘ satellite ’’ galaxies and dark matter within dark matter halos, in four halo mass bins, showing galaxies (solid curves)
and dark matter (dashed curves) Satellites are all galaxies in each halo other than the central galaxy. Halos in the lowest-mass bin never have more than one
galaxy, so by deﬁnition they do not contain satellite galaxies.
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in four halo mass bins. Error bars show the uncertainty
in the mean v. Central galaxies have velocities that are
substantially colder than the dark matter, as expected—if
they did not, then they would not remain close to the center.
Note that if the central galaxy is identiﬁed with the most
bound dark matter particle, its velocity should still be set to
the center-of-mass velocity; this diﬀerence can have an
important eﬀect on velocity dispersion statistics (Benson et
al. 2000a). To a good approximation, satellite galaxies trace
the dark matter velocity distribution, though they exhibit a
mild velocity bias v  0:8–0.9 in 1012–1013 M halos and
v  0:9–0.95 in 1013–1014M halos.
Overall, the SPH simulation supports a simple character-
ization of the galaxy distributions within halos: there is
always one galaxy at the center of each halo (deﬁned by the
center of mass or, better, by the location of the most bound
dark matter particle) that moves at approximately the cen-
ter-of-mass velocity, and any remaining satellite galaxies
trace the spatial and velocity distribution of the darkmatter.
This is just the characterization that has been used for most
calculations of galaxy clustering from SA/N-body models,
and the only amendment that our SPH results suggest is a
mild velocity bias of satellites in intermediate-mass halos
and perhaps a small central core in the galaxy distribution.
Here we have presented results for the whole ng ¼ 0:02
h3 Mpc3 sample, but we ﬁnd that these results also hold
for the lower space density samples. However, when we split
the whole sample into two halves according to stellar popu-
lation age, we ﬁnd that young satellite galaxies have a
slightly bigger central core than old satellite galaxies. We
ﬁnd no clear diﬀerence between the velocity bias of young
and old galaxies.
5. ‘‘ CENTRAL ’’ VERSUS ‘‘ SATELLITE ’’ GALAXIES
Having established that SPH halos contain central gal-
axies, we can compare the properties of central and satellite
galaxies in the SPH and SA models. Figure 18 shows the
distribution of baryonic masses for central (top) and satellite
(bottom) galaxies. Each point shows Mb for an SPH galaxy
versus its host halo mass. The middle solid curves show the
meanMb computed in bins of halo mass, and the outer solid
curves enclose 60% of central/satellite SPH galaxies.
Dashed curves are similar to solid ones, but for SA central
(top) and satellite (bottom) galaxies. Both models predict a
tight correlation between central galaxy mass and host halo
Fig. 17.—Velocity bias factor v ¼ hjvg  vhji=hjvm  vhji as a function of radius, in four halo mass bins, showing central galaxies ( ﬁlled circles) and satellite
galaxies (open circles), with the uncertainty of the mean (error bars). The value v ¼ 1, corresponding to no velocity bias, is marked by the dotted line.
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mass. Satellite galaxy masses, on the other hand, are only
weakly correlated with host halo masses, especially in the
SA model. Furthermore, both models predict that central
galaxies are substantially more massive than their satellites
and that this diﬀerence increases with halo mass. This quali-
tative behavior is expected in a scenario in which the gal-
axies at the centers of large halos grow by accreting smaller
galaxies. Central galaxies are also better positioned to
accrete cooling gas, since they lie at the maximum of the gas
density proﬁle; in the SA model, it is assumed that central
galaxies accrete gas but satellite galaxies do not. Our deﬁni-
tion of SPH halo centers as the locations of the most bound
dark matter particles tends to favor high masses for ‘‘ cen-
tral ’’ galaxies on its own, but Figure 18 does not look very
diﬀerent if we use a center-of-mass deﬁnition instead,
though in this case there are some outliers at highM, which
occur when substructure puts the center of mass closer to a
low-mass satellite.
As we have already seen in x 2.3, the SPH simulation pre-
dicts much higher galaxy masses than the SA model. For
Md3 1012 M, the baryonic mass of a typical SPH cen-
tral galaxy is close to the halo mass multiplied by the univer-
sal baryon fraction (dotted line). Some galaxies in this
regime lie above the dotted line, indicating that they have
accreted some gas from beyond the virial volume repre-
sented by the friends-of-friends halo. At highMb, SPH gal-
axy masses are probably overestimated because of the
resolution eﬀects discussed in x 2.3. Correcting for this eﬀect
would make little diﬀerence to central galaxies at low M,
but it would produce a sharper turnover in the trend ofMb
Fig. 18.—Baryonic masses of (a) central and (b) satellite galaxies vs. their
host halo masses. Each point represents the baryonic mass Mb of an SPH
galaxy. The middle solid curve shows the mean SPH Mb in bins of halo
mass, and the outer two solid curves enclose 60% of all SPH central or
satellite galaxies. The dashed curves show the same for (a) central and (b)
satellite SA galaxies. For comparison, dotted lines show the baryonic mass
corresponding to the universal baryon fraction,Mb ¼ ðb=mÞM.
Fig. 19.—Stellar ages of (a) central and (b) satellite galaxies vs. their host
halo masses. Each point represents the median mass-weighted stellar age of
an SPH galaxy. The middle solid curve shows the mean SPH galaxy age in
bins of halo mass, and the outer two solid curves enclose 60% of all SPH
central or satellite galaxies. The dashed curves show the same for the mean
mass-weighted stellar ages of (a) central and (b) satellite SA galaxies.
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versus M at high M, making the gap between the SPH and
SA predictions roughly independent of halo mass.
Figure 19 shows the distribution of stellar ages for central
(top) and satellite (bottom) galaxies, in a format similar to
Figure 18. Both models predict a clear correlation of central
galaxy age with halo mass. Satellite galaxy ages also corre-
late withM, but not as strongly. As previously discussed in
x 3.3, these trends reﬂect the earlier onset of structure forma-
tion in regions that become high-mass halos and the decline
of gas accretion rates for galaxies that reside in halos of high
circular velocity. The age scales in the SPH and SA calcula-
tions agree reasonably well, though since they represent
median ages for SPH galaxies and mean ages for SA
galaxies we would not expect perfect agreement in any case.
Figures 18 and 19 show that central galaxies are generally
more massive and older than average satellites in the same
halo. Figure 20 addresses a related but distinct question: Is
the central galaxy the most massive and oldest galaxy in the
halo? Figure 20 (top) shows D logMb, the logarithmic diﬀer-
ence in mass between the central galaxy and the most mas-
sive noncentral galaxy in the halo. Figure 20 (bottom) shows
the age diﬀerence between the central galaxy and the oldest
noncentral galaxy. Points show individual SPH halos, and
solid and dashed curves show mean results in bins of halo
mass for the SPH and SA models, respectively. The central
galaxy is consistently the most massive galaxy in the halo,
with both models predicting an average oﬀset of 0.4–0.6 dex
in halos withMe1013 M. The decline in D logMb at lower
M is partly enforced by our baryonic mass threshold, since
halos that have only one galaxy above the threshold (and
‘‘ satellites ’’ below it) do not make it onto the plot. The SPH
central galaxies are frequently the oldest in the halo, but the
oldest satellite is only slightly younger on average, and
sometimes it is older. The SA model predicts little mean age
diﬀerence between the central galaxy and the oldest satellite.
In the most massive halos, the central galaxy is younger
than the oldest satellite, presumably because it continues to
accrete gas and form stars. At a qualitative level, the predic-
tions of both models are consistent with the fact that
observed central galaxies in massive groups and clusters are
usually luminous elliptical or cD galaxies.
6. PREDICTIONS FOR THE AUTOCORRELATION
FUNCTION
BW showed that, in the context of HODmodels of galaxy
bias, the observed power-law form of the galaxy correlation
function must emerge from a delicate balance of several
competing eﬀects. The low-mass cutoﬀ of hNiM , the high-
mass slope of hNiM , the width of the PðNjhNiÞ distribution,
and the spatial distribution of galaxies within halos each
aﬀect ðrÞ in diﬀerent ways. A power-law ðrÞ requires, at
the least, a smooth connection between the one-halo and
two-halo contributions to the galaxy pair counts and com-
patible logarithmic slopes in the one-halo and two-halo
regimes. Figure 2 shows that the HODs predicted by the
SPH and SA models achieve such an alignment, since both
methods predict a correlation function that is roughly
consistent with a power law for galaxies of space density
ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3. However, since the emergence of the
power law is somewhat fortuitous, we expect that suﬃ-
ciently precise predictions would show departures from a
pure power-law shape. These departures are hidden in Fig-
ure 2 by the relatively large error bars, which in turn reﬂect
the limited volume of our single, 50 h1 Mpc simulation
cube.
To improve the statistical precision of our ðrÞ predic-
tions, we bootstrap the HOD results derived from this 50
h1 Mpc volume into a larger volume N-body simulation.
Since PðNjMÞ does not depend on the larger scale environ-
ment of halos (as shown in x 3.4), the HODs encode all the
information needed to create new galaxy distributions that
have the clustering properties predicted by the SPH and SA
models. We ran an N-body simulation, using version 1.1
of the parallel GADGET code (Springel, Yoshida, &
White 2001), with the same cosmological parameters and
initial power spectrum used for the SPH and SA models
(described in x 2). The simulation follows the evolution of
2563 dark matter particles in a 112:5 h1 Mpc box, with a
particle mass about twice that of dark matter particles in
the SPH simulation. The gravitational softening length is
Fig. 20.—(a) Diﬀerence in logMb between the central galaxy of each
halo and the most massive satellite galaxy. Each point represents an SPH
halo. Also shown is the mean logarithmic mass diﬀerence for the SPH (solid
curve) and SA halos (dashed curve); (b) similar to (a), but now showing the
diﬀerence in age between the central galaxy and the oldest satellite.
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15 h1 kpc. We identify dark matter halos by using a
friends-of-friends algorithm with a linking length of 0.173
times the mean interparticle separation (exactly as we did
for the SPH simulation). We populate each halo with a
number of galaxies drawn from the PðNjMÞ distributions
predicted by the SPH and SA models. In the high halo mass
regime, the SPH model makes no direct prediction of
PðNjMÞ because the simulation volume does not contain
enough high-mass halos, and we have not computed SA pre-
dictions for halo masses not represented in the simulation.
In this regime, therefore, we use the ﬁtting formula of equa-
tion (2) with the parameter values in Table 1 to compute
hNi, and we draw a number of galaxies assuming a Poisson
PðNjhNiÞ distribution. The latter assumption is reasonable
because we have shown that both models predict Poisson
pair counts hNðN  1ÞiM in high-mass halos (Fig. 6). Once
we have determinedN for a given halo, we place the ﬁrst gal-
axy at the center of mass of the halo and any remaining gal-
axies at the locations of random dark matter particles
within the halo. Once again, these are reasonable assump-
tions given our results on the spatial distribution of galaxies
within halos in x 4. In this way, we create galaxy distribu-
tions in the 112:5 h1 Mpc box using the HODs predicted
by the SPH and SA models for galaxies of space densities
ng ¼ 0:02, 0.01, and 0.005 h3 Mpc3.
Figure 21 shows the correlation functions for these boot-
strapped galaxy distributions. To investigate departures
from a power-law shape, we have divided ðrÞ by the power
law ðr=5:0Þ1:75, and we use logarithmic axes so that power
laws of other slopes would still be straight lines in the plot.
Errors in the mean estimated from jackknife resampling
using the eight octants of the cube are shown for the
ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 samples. The errors are highly corre-
lated, as one can see from the smoothness of the curves rela-
tive to the size of the error bars. Nonetheless, these error
bars are small enough to reveal interesting features that
were not evident before. In all cases, ðrÞ dips below a
power-law extrapolation at r  1 h1 Mpc, then rises more
steeply from r  1 to r  0:2 h1 Mpc before returning to
the original power law at still smaller scales. The inﬂection
at r  1 h1 Mpc arises at the transition between the two-
halo term, which ﬂattens (toward smaller r) and eventually
cuts oﬀ on the scales of halo virial radii, and the one-halo
term, which rises steeply for r close to the virial radii of the
most massive halos (see, e.g., BW; Fig. 7). The predicted
departures are stronger for more massive galaxy samples
with lower space densities, and Figure 21 shows that even
the small diﬀerence between the SPH and SA HODs is
enough to have a signiﬁcant quantitative impact, with the
SPH model predicting stronger departures from a power
law. For the high space density sample, the diﬀerence
between the SPH and SA correlation functions is caused
mainly by the diﬀerence in the high-mass slopes of hNiM ,
but for the low space density samples, diﬀerences in the cut-
oﬀ and plateau regime dominate. We have also investigated
the impact on the predicted ðrÞ of assuming a nearest-inte-
ger distribution for all halo masses instead of using the true
predicted PðNjhNiÞ. We ﬁnd that assuming a Nint distribu-
tion at all masses leads to an underestimate of ðrÞ by
10%–20% at rd0:5 for ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3, growing to
30%–40% for the lower space densities.
Figure 22 shows predicted correlation functions for
the old and young halves of the SPH and SA ng ¼
0:02 h3 Mpc3 samples. As before, these were computed by
populating the larger volume N-body simulation with gal-
axies using the predicted PðNjMÞ for old and young gal-
axies (of which the mean occupations are seen in Fig. 13). In
the high halo mass regime, where we do not have secure
calculations of PðNjMÞ because of our limited number of
halos, we compute hNi by extrapolation, and we draw a
number of galaxies by assuming a Poisson PðNjhNiÞ distri-
bution. Figure 22 also shows the one-halo terms for old and
young galaxies. The most striking diﬀerence between old
and young galaxies is that the one-halo term for young
Fig. 21.—Plot of two-point correlation functions, divided by the power law ðr=5:0Þ1:75, computed by applying the predicted SPH (left) and SA (right)
PðNjMÞ to a larger N-body simulation of the same cosmological model. For each model, the three correlation functions correspond to galaxy populations of
space densities ng ¼ 0:005 h3 Mpc3 (top curves), 0:01h3 Mpc3 (middle curves), and 0:02 h3 Mpc3 (bottom curves). Errors in the mean estimated from jack-
knife resampling using the eight octants of the cube are shown for the ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3 samples. Also shown is the dark matter correlation function of the
N-body simulation (dotted line).
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galaxies is severely depressed in amplitude compared with
that for old galaxies. This depression is caused by a very
high fraction of young galaxies that are isolated in their own
halos. As a consequence, the one-halo and two-halo terms
for young galaxies meet, and thus create a feature in gðrÞ, at
a much smaller scale (r  0:3 h1 Mpc) than for old gal-
axies. The depression in the young one-halo term predicted
by the SA model is stronger than the SPH one, because of
the lower fraction of young galaxies in high-multiplicity
halos seen in Figure 13.
Most observational measurements of the galaxy correla-
tion function have appeared consistent with a power law on
scales rd5 h1 Mpc (e.g., Norberg et al. 2002a; Zehavi
et al. 2002; and numerous references therein), though there
have been suggestions of a ‘‘ shoulder ’’ or ﬂattening in the
range 5 h1 Mpcdrd10 h1 Mpc (e.g., Dekel & Aarseth
1984; Baugh 1996; Gaztan˜aga & Juszkiewicz 2001; Hawkins
et al. 2003). The theoretical predictions (here and in earlier
papers) suggest that departures from a pure power law
should be measurable at suﬃciently high precision, with the
generic expectation being an inﬂection in ðrÞ near the scale
of the one-halo to two-halo transition. Motivated in part by
these predictions, Zehavi et al. (2003) have recently exam-
ined the projected correlation function of luminous
ðMr < 21Þ galaxies from the SDSS. They ﬁnd a statisti-
cally signiﬁcant departure from a power law of just this pre-
dicted form. The space density of the Zehavi et al. sample is
lower than that of our highest-mass–threshold sample, so
we cannot directly test the results shown in Figure 21, but
their measurements can be well ﬁtted by an HOD model
that is qualitatively similar to that found here. Maglioc-
chetti & Porciani (2003) have shown that the projected
correlation functions of 2dFGRS galaxies can also be ﬁtted
well by HOD models. As Figures 21 and 22 show, the SPH
and SA models make a number of distinctive predictions
about the dependence of the correlation function amplitude
and shape on galaxy mass and age, and these predictions
can be tested in the near future.
7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The SPH and SA predictions of the galaxy HOD agree
remarkably well. The qualitative features of these predic-
tions can, for the most part, be readily interpreted in terms
of galaxy formation physics. The mean occupation function
for galaxies above amass threshold has a cutoﬀ, a slowly ris-
ing plateau, and a steeper ‘‘ high occupancy ’’ regime. In the
SPH simulation, the cutoﬀ is determined by the universal
baryon fraction. In the SAmodel, the cutoﬀ occurs at a sub-
stantially higher mass than the universal baryon fraction
requires, corresponding to only 25% of the gas in low-
mass halos remaining in galaxies. This is due to the feedback
mechanism, which in the SA model is tuned to produce the
observed galaxy luminosity function. The cutoﬀ is nearly as
sharp in the SA model as in the SPH simulation because
feedback is tightly regulated by halo mass, with no scatter
that would allow some low-mass halos to retain substan-
tially more than 25% of their baryons. In the low-
occupancy regime, hNi rises slowly with M because addi-
tional mass tends to go into making more massive single gal-
axies instead of multiple low-mass galaxies. The logarithmic
slope of hNiM steepens for hNie2, presumably represent-
ing a transition to a regime in which the galaxies in a halo
were formed mostly in the lower mass progenitor halos that
merged to create it. Even in this regime, the slope is below
unity, since the overall eﬃciency of galaxy formation (frac-
tion of mass in galaxies) is lower in high-mass halos, prob-
ably a consequence of longer cooling times and less eﬃcient
ﬁlamentary ‘‘ channeling ’’ of gas into galaxies. For higher
baryonic mass thresholds, the mean occupation function
shifts horizontally along the logM axis, so this physical
explanation of its form is not sensitive to the particular
threshold adopted.
Since the considerations that account for the form of
hNiM are quite general, it is perhaps not surprising that the
SPH and SA calculations agree. More impressive is the
agreement on ﬂuctuations about the mean occupation. Both
Fig. 22.—Plot of two-point correlation functions of old (top curves), young (bottom curves), and all (middle curves) galaxies in the SPH (left) and SA (right)
models. Correlation functions were computed by applying the predicted PðNjMÞ for each case to a largerN-body simulation of the same cosmological model.
Errors in the mean that were estimated from jackknife resampling using the eight octants of the cube are shown for the young and old halves. Also shown are
the one-halo terms (dotted curves) for the young and old halves.
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calculations predict pair counts well below the expectation
for Poisson ﬂuctuations at low mass, close to those of the
minimal ﬂuctuation, nearest-integer model. As many
authors have emphasized (Benson et al. 2000b; Seljak 2000;
Peacock & Smith 2000; Scoccimarro et al. 2001; BW), these
sub-Poisson ﬂuctuations are essential in understanding
the power-law form of the observed galaxy correlation
function. Triple counts are also substantially sub-Poisson,
though not minimal, and the two calculations again agree.
The explanation of sub-Poisson ﬂuctuations is not trivial,
but it clearly has to do with statistics of halo merger histor-
ies and the timescales of galaxy mergers following halo
mergers. In particular, nearly equal-mass halo mergers are
rare enough that one must go substantially above the cutoﬀ
mass Mmin (by a factor of 10) before one is likely to get
two galaxies above the mass threshold in a single halo,
instead of one, more massive, galaxy. The probability
of empty halos follows the nearest-integer prediction,
Pð0jMÞ ¼ maxð1 hNiM ; 0Þ, almost exactly in both mod-
els. Because the cutoﬀ of hNiM is somewhat sharper in the
SPH calculation, the transition from occupied halos to
empty halos (at the speciﬁed baryonic mass threshold) is
also somewhat sharper, occurring over about a factor of 2
in halo mass. For masses above the cutoﬀ, the probability
that a halo is empty is much lower than the Poisson expecta-
tion expðhNiMÞ. In this regime, strongly sub-Poisson
statistics indicate the regularity of the formation process in
single-galaxy halos, which produces a tight correlation
between galaxy mass and halo mass.
The mean occupation is very diﬀerent for galaxies in dif-
ferent age quartiles, at both the low- and high-mass ends of
hNiM . Young galaxies are rare in high-mass halos and vice
versa. This diﬀerence reﬂects a tendency for star formation
to begin early in regions that will become part of high-mass
halos and for star formation to shut oﬀ when a galaxy falls
into a halo of larger virial mass, or to slow down when
the halo size or virial temperature becomes too large. The
qualitative agreement between the SPH and SA calculations
is again not surprising, but the degree of quantitative
agreement is impressive.
The SPH simulation also shows that the mean occupation
function is independent of the large-scale environment of
the halo, extending to the galaxy regime the result that
Lemson & Kauﬀmann (1999) found for the merger histories
of dark matter halos. This is a fundamental and encourag-
ing result, supporting the assumption made in merger tree-
based SA methods, and supporting the claim that the HOD
provides a statistically complete description of galaxy bias.
A detailed analysis of the SPH simulation also supports
simple assumptions about the galaxy distribution within
halos. Most halos have a galaxy near the center of mass
moving at close to the center-of-mass velocity. The central
galaxy is almost always the most massive galaxy in the halo,
and it is usually among the oldest galaxies in the halo.
The remaining, satellite galaxies have the same spatial and
velocity distribution as the dark matter, except for a small
(v  0:8–0.95) velocity bias in intermediate-mass halos.
These assumptions are thus reasonable to use when making
galaxy-clustering predictions, and they are the ones usually
incorporated in studies that combine N-body and semiana-
lytic methods (Kauﬀmann et al. 1999; Benson et al. 2000b;
Somerville et al. 2001). In the long term, these predictions
can be tested empirically using clustering and galaxy-galaxy
lensing data of the sort provided by 2dFGRS and SDSS.
As we have emphasized in separate papers on the SA
model and SPH simulation (Benson et al. 2000b; Weinberg
et al. 2002), the complex relation between galaxies and mass
is crucial in reproducing the observed nearly power-law
form of the galaxy correlation function, since the dark
matter ðrÞ is not a power law in CDM-type models. Since
the emergence of the power law is to some extent a coinci-
dence, the HOD framework generically predicts that there
should be departures from a power law, ðrÞ, once it is mea-
sured with suﬃcient precision, especially if one considers
diﬀerent subclasses of galaxies. We have tried to predict
these departures by bootstrapping our results into a larger
volume N-body simulation. The small diﬀerences between
the SA and SPH PðNjMÞ translate into noticeable diﬀeren-
ces in the predicted ðrÞ, and the accuracy of the SPH pre-
diction is still limited to some extent by the small number of
high-mass halos in the SPH volume. However, improved
statistics show that both models predict an inﬂection in ðrÞ
at r  1 h1 Mpc, with the departures from a power law
being stronger for the SPH model than for the SA model
and stronger for more massive galaxies in both cases.
Recent observational analyses provide evidence for just
such a feature in the correlation function of luminous
galaxies (Zehavi et al. 2003).
The most surprising aspect of our results is that the SPH
and SA models give such similar predictions for PðNjMÞ
despite having very diﬀerent galaxy mass functions. The dif-
ferent mass functions reﬂect the diﬀerent treatments of cool-
ing in the SA and SPH calculations (including the geometric
idealizations in the former and the numerical resolution lim-
itations in the latter) and the greater importance of stellar
feedback in the SA calculation. The similarity of the pre-
dicted halo occupations implies that the HOD is determined
by physics that is robust to these cooling and feedback
diﬀerences. Obviously it is crucial that we select galaxy sam-
ples on the basis of number density, using only the rank
order of the baryonic masses rather than their absolute
values; for a ﬁxed mass threshold, the numbers of galaxies
would be diﬀerent in the two calculations, and the HODs
could not possibly match. Similarity of HODs suggests that
the rank order of galaxy masses and the rank order of stellar
population ages are related in fairly simple ways to the
merger histories of the dark matter halos, which should be
statistically similar in the two methods. For example, the
baryonic mass of a galaxy could be monotonically related
(by nonlinear functions that are diﬀerent in the two calcula-
tions) to the mass of its parent halo at the last time this gal-
axy was ‘‘ central.’’ The age could be determined (at least in
a rank-order sense) by the formation time of this halo and
the time at which its central object’s star formation is sup-
pressed by falling into a larger halo and becoming a satellite.
Mergers within halos also aﬀect PðNjMÞ, but this process
should be similar in the two calculations, since the assump-
tions about mergers in the SA model reproduce the results
of numerical calculations (Benson et al. 2002).
We can test the idea that the form of the HOD is driven
largely by dark matter dynamics by reanalyzing the SA gal-
axy population without using the predicted baryonic prop-
erties. For every SA galaxy, we identify its parent halo at the
last time this galaxy was central, and we denote the halo
mass at that time by Mmax and the time itself by tmax. We
then create galaxy samples with the same space densities as
before but use thresholds in Mmax rather than in baryonic
mass. Dotted curves in Figures 9 and 10 show the ﬁrst and
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second moments of NðMÞ, respectively, for these samples
deﬁned by Mmax thresholds. It is interesting both that this
simple mapping works as well as it does and that it does
not work perfectly. The qualitative similarity of the mean
occupations supports the idea that PðNjMÞ is largely gov-
erned by robust physics connected to halo merger histories.
However, obvious diﬀerences, in particular the steeper slope
of hNiM at the high-mass end, indicate that additional phys-
ical processes must also play a signiﬁcant role. It is encour-
aging that the SPH and SA models agree with each other
better than either model agrees with the ‘‘ rank by Mmax ’’
calculation. The fact that they predict fewer galaxies in
high-mass halos suggests that galaxy accretion rates begin
to drop in overdense environments even before their parent
halos fall into larger halos, allowing some of these galaxies
to drop below the baryonic mass threshold and be replaced
(in a sample of ﬁxed space density) by galaxies forming in
lower mass halos. Recent studies provide observational sup-
port for this eﬀect, showing decreased star formation rates
in galaxies that are well outside the virial radii of rich
clusters (e.g., Lewis et al. 2002; Gomez et al. 2003).
We can map the stellar age of a galaxy onto the halo
merger tree in a similar fashion. We make the simple
assumption that the star formation in each galaxy starts at a
time tstart when its parent halo ﬁrst exceeds a mass 1011 M,
a factor of 4 below the cutoﬀ for ng ¼ 0:02 h3 Mpc3. We
assume that the star formation ends at a time tstop when the
galaxy becomes a satellite (tstop ¼ tmax) or when the cooling
time in its parent halo becomes too long (tstop ¼ thot), which-
ever happens ﬁrst. We identify thot as the time when the
parent halo mass exceeds 1013 M. Finally, we assume a
constant star formation rate between tstart and tstop, making
the mean stellar age of the galaxy t ¼ t0  ðtstop  tstartÞ=2.
Figure 23 compares the mean occupation functions for SA
galaxies split into quartiles according to t* with those of
quartiles deﬁned by true stellar age (repeated from Fig. 11).
Our highly simpliﬁed approximation yields the right quali-
tative dependence of hNiM on galaxy age, but it diﬀers
substantially in the quantitative details. The Mmax and t*
models still make indirect use of the baryonic physics in the
SA calculation, since baryonic masses aﬀect which galaxies
remain as distinct entities in larger halos and which are
Fig. 23.—Mean occupation hNiM of SA galaxies, for quartiles of mean stellar galaxy age (solid curves) and merger tree ‘‘ age ’’ parameter t* (dashed curves;
deﬁned in x 7).
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destroyed by dynamical friction. Results from a more con-
certed eﬀort to model the HOD entirely with dark matter
dynamics will be reported elsewhere (A. V. Krautsov et al.
2003, in preparation).
Finite resolution of the SPH simulation has limited our
comparison of predictions with relatively massive galaxies,
and with age rather than morphology as a distinguishing
characteristic of subclasses. Insensitivity of predictions to
details of calculation is likely to change when one gets to
low-mass galaxies or to characteristics that are determined
by interactions with environment. For example, we might
expect the HOD of low-mass galaxies to be quite diﬀerent if
their luminosity is controlled by photoionization or by
supernova feedback. Likewise, models that ascribe bulge-
to-disk ratios mainly to merger histories, to secular
evolution of disks, to weak perturbations in group/cluster
environments, or to interaction with the intergalactic
medium could yield quite diﬀerent predictions for the
PðNjMÞ of diﬀerent morphological types. The process of
inferring halo occupations from observed galaxy clustering
has already begun, and it should accelerate over the next
few years with improved measurements from the 2dFGRS
and the SDSS. Empirical HOD determinations for galaxies
with LeL, classiﬁed by luminosity and color or spectral
type, will test the basic predictions of the current scenario of
galaxy formation, as presented here. They will also sharpen
the constraints on cosmological models by removing bias as
a degree of freedom in matching observed clustering.
Empirical determinations of HODs for faint galaxies and
for morphological subtypes should yield insight into the
physics that governs the low end of the luminosity function
and the origin of galaxy morphology.
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